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it part of their mission to keep
percent compared to 27 peraway from mergers and acquisitions. “We are a very independent cent in 2008). Fewer people this year were looking for a new job for
company and always plan to be that way,” says Rich Gregory, Gen- career advancement than last year, but more are moving because
zyme’s senior vice president and head of research. “The acquisitions of “company direction” and for reasons related to mergers and acwithin the pharma industry are symptomatic of many companies quisitions or expected layoffs that were taking place at the survey
with relatively weak pipelines that are acquiring innovation by con- taker’s company.
solidating with larger companies to reduce expenses.” But Genzyme
has taken the approach to invest in research internally, as well as Working for the Greater Good
establishing numerous collaborations with other companies and Job insecurity due to mergers and acquisitions, as well as some reacademic researchers, explains Gregory.
prioritization and downsizing due to the global economic meltdown,
For example a collaboration between Genzyme and PTC Therapeu- was identified as one of the two disadvantages of working in the
tics led to experimental new drugs with potential to address many biotech and pharmaceutical industry by survey takers. The other disdevastating genetic diseases, including Duchenne muscular dystro- advantage is the negative public image perception due to withdrawn
phy and cystic fibrosis. “Those drugs are based on an entirely novel products and safety issues.
technology that we acquired though collaboration,” says Gregory.
“Any time you are dealing with powerful medicines, you have the
Being able to acquire new technologies, as well as becoming more potential issue of safety. As a company we make sure we do everyinnovative internally by venturing into new research areas, such thing above board and carefully,” says Biogen Idec’s Schneier. “Emas stem cell and gene therapy research, have allowed Genzyme to ployees want to know that the company they work for is ethical and
maintain its edge. “We evolve constantly. We are not a static com- transparent and has done all the right things.”
pany, but will change as the business changes,” says Gregory. “At
But survey participants identified many advantages of working
the same time, our employees value working for a stable company.” for the biotech and pharmaceutical industry. They include engaging
Indeed a common theme for employees at top-tier biotechnology work and being part of cutting-edge research and development; inor pharmaceutical companies is the opportunity to collaborate with novative, creative, and fast-paced work; and stability in difficult ecoa wide range of researchers from different backgrounds and get nomic times, including generous salaries, benefits, and job security.
exposed to different technologies and fields of research. “We are
And despite all the challenges, one of the main advantages of
constantly innovating. It is probably a lot more fun for employees,” working in this industry is its mission: advancing the health of people
says Gregory.
and working for the greater good. “What I focus on is the reason why
I chose to be a scientist,” says Johnson & Johnson’s Das. “I wanted
Stable Environments
to develop medicines to treat diseases. That is my focus. There are
Boehringer Ingelheim, a privately held company, is among the ones still many diseases with no cure.”
committed to independence. “You have to find the right balance
And for those interested in doing this kind of research, there may
between continuity and change. We see the necessity to change not be a better time than the present. “I wish I was 20–30 years
and to adapt to future challenges,” says Schnorrenberg. “One younger and getting into this business now,” says Millennium’s Boway to cope is not to merge, but to collaborate with academic labs len. “I look at the contributions that scientists in industry are makand startups.”
ing. The quality of science in biotech and pharma is world class and
The strategy has helped the company be financially successful, ac- much is done in collaboration with academic labs. There is a high
cording to Schnorrenberg. “We increased our R&D budget by 22 per- level of excitement in the scientific world.”
cent in 2008. Not too many companies have been able to do that,” Laura Bonetta is a scientist turned freelance writer based in the
he says. “Part of the reason is that we have not been saddled with all Washington, D.C., area.
the costs that go with mergers and acquisitions.”
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“We were reassured we
would maintain our identity
and independence and I am
happy to say that the president of Takeda, Yasuchika
Hasegawa, kept his word
and allowed us to flourish,”
says Bolen. “Most takeovers
are not happy, but this is an
acquisition that will be a success story.” Perhaps that is
why, after the acquisition,
Millennium has moved to fifth
place in the top employers
survey, up from No. 8 in 2008
and 13 in 2007.
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